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The Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance is here to kill.

The army of the Kingdom of God was killed directly at a loss.

“Request the Lord Shinji to come out of the mountain for support!!!”

“Quick, quick! The kingdom of God has encountered the most violent attack!”
Mr. X can only send out a distress signal.

“The main divine division is dispatched…”After Mr. X asked for help, the chief priest gave a message—
they have come.

This gives Mr. X a hint.

Then you can command the army of the Kingdom of God to start a counterattack.

As for the coalition and the Galaxy Guardian Alliance to fight first?
He decisively chose the Galactic Guardian Alliance…

Don’t look at the coalition forces now that they are all old acquaintances he has just fought against.

But those people behind, who knows where?

Suddenly, a sudden emergence, giving you a fatal blow.

Just hiding in the back, he could shoot and kill four strong men with similar strengths.

If it came out directly, it would be fine…

Therefore, for the army of the Kingdom of God, the threat of coalition forces at this moment is the
greatest.

No one will follow suit.

After all, I want to live!

Fear of the coalition forces, dare not touch.

Then you can only pick soft persimmons.

The army of the Kingdom of God immediately targeted the Galactic Guardian Alliance.

Leave a small number of strong men and weapons to deal with the coalition forces.

Most of the forces directly face the Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance!

The war between the two sides is about to start.

Just now because of the illusion of escape created by the army of the Kingdom of God, the Guardian
Alliance of the Galaxy was pressed too tightly and too close.

It also gave them the illusion that the kingdom of God is very weak.

But the Kingdom of God suddenly came and hit the Galactic Guardian Alliance by surprise.

Numerous casualties…

For the first time, they experienced the power of the kingdom of God.

After all, I have been watching a movie before.

Now face it personally.

It feels completely different.

However, the Galactic Guardian Alliance is a new force, and any weapon is advanced, beyond
imagination, and can be comparable to the kingdom of God.

And the kingdom of God has never met before, nor is it in their plan.

For example, they control most of the weapons of the coalition forces.

Specialize in how to defend or target.

But now most of the weapons of the Galactic Guardian Alliance have never been seen before.

Therefore, it can only be head-on.

Although the army of the Kingdom of God killed them by surprise at first.

But soon the Galactic Guardian Alliance reacted and directly began to fight back.

Attack with their new weapons.

The army of the Kingdom of God has suffered a lot…

And everyone can see that the overall strength of the Galactic Guardian Alliance is stronger than the
coalition forces.

The Sky Shield of the Eagle Nation and other institutions also participated.

They used a variety of new equipment, such as the “Kisshen No. 1” that locked Levi Garrison at the time.

The sudden attack on the army of the Kingdom of God caused considerable losses to the army of the
Kingdom of God.

The Guardian of the Galaxy Alliance stepped up its attack on the army of the Kingdom of God.

Put your posture on the sea and attack in an all-round way!

All kinds of powerhouses and all kinds of weapons were taken out.

At the beginning, the army of the Kingdom of God was able to parry, using their weapons to blast.

But gradually there is no advantage.

And the duel between the two powerhouses gradually showed a one-sided situation.

“Huh? What’s the situation?”

“It seems that they have studied our weapons and equipment. Our weapons can’t harm them, but their
weapons against us are wave after wave…”

“Yes, not only that, but they seem to know our ability and talents! They are completely targeted to us!
We have killed and injured too many people!”

…

Soon, the army of the Kingdom of God discovered the problem.

It seems that the Eagle Nation knows everything about them.

The design of weapons and the talents of the strong or the execution of tactics and plans.

Everything is set up for them in advance.

Look like this!

The Eagle Nation is too familiar with them.

Know everything about them.

Especially the weapons and talents they are proud of.

They were all targeted.

The longer the time, the more obvious this feeling.

The deaths and injuries of the army of the Kingdom of God have also become more and more severe.

…

In less than an hour, a quarter of the forces of the Kingdom of God casualties!Now this loss is greater
than the damage of the four super bows just now!

Don’t talk about rolling!

The Guardian of the Galaxy Alliance was able to compete with the army of the Kingdom of God five or
five times!

Shock!

This is too shocking!

They probably can understand why the main gods still fears the war Eagle Nation.

This is the reason!

And compared to other power countries, the Warhawk Nation is too familiar with them.

And there have been technical exchanges and so on three years ago.

At that time, the Lab of the Gods provided a lot of technology to the Eagle Nation.

